We propose a double inflection point inflationary model in supergravity with a single chiral superfield. Such a model allows for the generation of primordial black holes(PBHs) at small scales, which can account for a significant fraction of dark matter. Moreover in vacuum it is possible to give a small and adjustable SUSY breaking with a tiny cosmological constant.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of dark matter remains an open question in modern cosmology. One of the simplest explanations is assuming PBHs are a dominant component of dark matter.
Recently, the detection of gravitational waves from binary black hole mergers by the LIGO and VIRGO opens a new window to probe black hole physics [1] [2] [3] and to explore the nature of dark matter.
It is known that PBHs can arise from high peaks in the curvature power spectrum at small scales via gravitational collapse during the radiation era, which could constitute dark matter today. Such a peak in the power spectrum can be generated in a single-field inflation with an inflection point [4] instead of using inflationary models with multiple fields [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
However, in [10, 11] , it is pointed out that close to the inflection point, the ultra-slow-roll trajectory supersede the slow-roll one, and thus, the slow-roll approximations can not be used. So more precise approximations is used in [12] , or the Mukhanov-Sasaki(MS) equation is numerically solved [13] . Recently, some inflationary models with an inflection point have been proposed to produce PBHs. For example, Ref. [14] explores the possibility of forming PBHs in the critical Higgs inflation, where the near-inflection point is related to the critical value of the renormalization group equation running of both the Higgs self-coupling λ and its non-minimal coupling to gravity ξ. In [15] the author presents a toy model with a polynomial potential. Ref. [16] provides a method to reconstruct the inflation potential from a given power spectrum, and gets a polynomial potential. In [17] the authors present a single-field inflationary model in string theory which allows for the generation of PBHs.
Although cosmological inflation is now established by all precise observational data such as the WMAP [18] and Planck data [19] , the nature of inflation is still unknown. An interesting framework for inflation models building is to embed inflationary models into a more fundamental theory of quantum gravity, such as supergravity [20] [21] [22] . However, in the supergravity based inflationary models, it always suffer from the so-called η problem [23] .
The F-term of the potential is proportional to e |Φ| 2 , which gives a contribution of the slowroll parameter η and breaks the slow-roll condition. One way to overcome such obstacles is to invoke a shift symmetry of the Kähler potential, and add an extra chiral superfield, which can be stabilized at the origin during inflation [24, 25] . Another way is using a shiftsymmetric quartic stabilization term in the Kähler potential instead of a stabilizer superfield [26, 27] . In such a model, SUSY tends to be broken in vacuum at a scale comparable to the inflation scale. Whether SUSY is restored after inflation is quite important. If SUSY breaks at a scale higher than the intermediate scale, the electroweak vacuum may be unstable [28] .
Therefore the authors investigate the SUSY breaking properties of the model in Ref. [27] and study the conditions to restore SUSY after inflation.
In this paper, we shall consider the possibility to construct an inflection point inflationary model in supergravity with a single chiral superfield and focus on a superpotential with a sum of exponentials. We first assume SUSY restores after inflation, by fine-tuning the parameters of the model, such a superpotential can give a scalar potential with double inflection points. One of the inflection points can make the prediction of scalar spectral index and tensor-to-scalar ratio consistent with the current CMB constraints at large scales.
The other inflection point can generate a large peak in the power spectrum at small scales to arise PBHs. After inflation, one can obtain small SUSY breaking and a tiny cosmological constant by introducing a nilpotent superfield S [27, 29, 30] .
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we setup the inflection point inflationary model in supergravity with SUSY restoration after inflation. In Section 3, we investigate the inflaton dynamics and compute the spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations of the model. In Section 4, we describe the mechanism of PBHs generation and calculate the mass distribution and abundance of PBHs. In Section 5, we consider the possibility to get a small cosmological constant with SUSY breaking. The last section is devoted to summary.
II. INFLECTION POINT INFLATION IN SUPERGRAVITY WITH SUSY RE-STORED AFTER INFLATION
In this section, we setup the inflection point inflationary model in supergravity and assumed that SUSY restores after inflation. The issue of SUSY breaking in vacuum is discussed in section 5.
with c and ζ are real constants. The real component φ of the chiral superfield Φ = (φ + iχ)/ √ 2 is taken to be the inflaton and the quartic term serves to stabilize the field φ during inflation at χ ≃ 0 by making ζ sufficient large.
The scalar potential is determined by a given superpotential W as well as Kähler potential, which is given by
where
and (K −1 ) ij * is the inverse of the Kähler metric
In some inflationary models favoured by the CMB data, the scalar potential can be generated by a superpotential which can be expanded as [27, 31] ,
where a n and b n are constants. If we require the SUSY preservation in vacuum with a vanishing cosmological constant, the F-term should be vanished D Φ W = 0, and V = 0 at Φ = 0, which requires the constraint
In order to produce a significant fraction of PBHs from primordial density perturbations which are consistent with the CMB constraints, we consider a superpotential of the form Such kinds of superpotential with exponential functions with two terms have been studied in the so-called racetrack model [31] [32] [33] and in other models [27] . By solving the constraint (6),we can eliminate two of the parameters a 1 and a 2 as
Substituting the superpotential (7) and Kähler potential (1) into (2), one can get the scalar potential V (φ). In order to make the scalar potential predicted the primordial spectra consistent with the CMB data, give enough e-folding numbers and produce a significant fraction of PBHs in an interesting window for dark matter, we fine-tune the model parameters, and find some range in parameter space. We list two examples of parameter sets in Tab.1, and the scalar potential V (φ) for the first parameter set is depicted in Fig. 1 .
We can see that the potential have two nearly inflection points, one of the inflection points can make the prediction of scalar spectral index and tensor-to-scalar ratio consistent with the current CMB data, and the other one at small scales can generate a large peak in the power spectrum to arise PBHs. We will discuss these issues in the following sections.
In the FRW homogeneous background, the Friedmann equation and the inflaton field equation can be written as
where dots represent derivatives with respect to cosmic time and primes denote derivatives with respect to the field φ. The e-folding numbers from an initial time t i is defined as
where the e-folding number between the crossing time at the scale of k 0.001 and the time of the inflation end is required in the range 50 − 60. In this paper, we use ∆N * e to denote the e-folding number between k * = k 0.05 and the end of inflation, which should be in the range 45 − 55.
In the single-field slow-roll framework, the slow-roll parameters ǫ and η can be calculated
However, in Ref. [10, 11] it is pointed out that close to the inflection point, the ultra-slowroll trajectory supersede the slow-roll one and thus one should use the slow-roll parameters defined by the Hubble parameter [34] [35] [36] ,
The Hubble slow-roll parameters ǫ H and η H as functions of the e-folding number ∆N * e for parameter set 1 are show in Fig.2 We can see that near the inflection point the slow-roll parameter |η H | > 3, so the slow-roll approximation fails. There is a valley on the curve of ǫ H , which can give rise to a large peak of the primordial power spectrum.
At the leading order, the scalar spectral index and its running as well as the tensor-toscalar ratio can be expressed using ǫ H , η H and ξ H as
Then the scalar power spectrum can be approximately calculated using the expression
The observational constraints from Planck on the scalar spectral index n s and its running α, the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and amplitude of the primordial curvature perturbations A s at 68% C.L. at a scale k * = 0.05Mpc −1 are [37] n s = 0.9650 ± 0.0050, α = −0.009 ± 0.008, r < 0.07, However, in order to compute the power spectrum near the inflection point more reliably, one must solve the MS equation of mode function
where τ denotes conformal time and z ≡ a H dφ dτ
. The initial condition for Eq. (17) is taken to be the Bunch-Davies type [38] 
For the purpose of numerical simulation, the MS equation can be written in terms of N e as the time variable [13] 
and the power spectrum can be calculated by
In Fig.3 , we plot the primordial power spectrum as a function of the e-folding number ∆N * e with parameter set 1. The solid line is calculated from the solutions to the MS equation, while the dashed line is calculated by using the approximation (15) , which underestimates the power spectrum, thus couldn't be used to obtain the PBH abundance and mass. We can see that there is a large peak at small scales, with a height of about seven orders of magnitude more than the spectrum at CMB scales, which can generate PBHs via gravitational collapse.
Our numerical results of inflationary dynamics corresponding for the two parameter sets are presented in Tab.2, and they are in agreement with the current CMB constraints on the primordial spectra (16) . 
IV. PRODUCTION OF PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLES
In this section, we calculate the PBH abundance using the Press-Schechter approach [39] of gravitational collapse. When a large amplitude of primordial fluctuations, which is generated at small scales during inflation and re-enters the Hubble horizon after inflation. It undergoes gravitational collapse and form PBHs if the density fluctuation of matter is significantly large.
The mass of the resulting PBHs is assumed to be directly proportional to the horizon mass at re-entry time,
It can be approximated as [13] M ≃ 10 18 g γ 0.2 g * 106.75
where γ ∼ 0.2 is a proportionality constant, which depends on the details of the gravitational collapse [40] , and g * ∼ 106.75 is the effective degrees of freedom for energy density, which is equal to that of entropy density.
In the context of the Press-Schechter model of gravitational collapse, assuming that the probability distribution of density perturbations are Gaussian with width σ(M), the formation rate of PBHs, which we denote as β(M) is given by
where δ c ≃ 0.45 [41, 42] denotes the threshold of density perturbations for the collapse into PBHs. Here σ 2 (M) is the variance of the comoving density perturbations coarse grained at a scale R = 1/k, during the radiation-dominated era, which is given by,
where P R is the power spectrum of the primordial comoving curvature perturbations, and the smoothing window function W (x) is taken to be a Gaussian W (x) = exp(−x 2 /2). Then integrating over all masses M one can get the present abundance of PBHs,
with
where Ω DM ≃ 0.26 is the total dark matter abundance [43] .
In Fig.4 , we plot the factional abundance of PBHs for the first parameter set in Tab.1 and the observational constraints from Ref.
[44] The numerical results of the PBHs mass and abundance for the two parameters sets are listed in Tab.2.
V. SUSY BREAKING AND VACUUM STRUCTURE
After inflation, in order to obtain small SUSY breaking and a very small cosmological constant, it is possible to extend the Kähler potential and superpotential with a nilpotent superfield S [29, 30] . Since such a method is discussed in Ref. [27] , we just list some conclusions.
The Kähler potential and superpotential can be extended as
where W 0 and µ are constants and the upper indexes denote the quantities in the inflation sector as in Eqs.
(1) and (7). In the leading order of |W 0 | and |µ| 2 , the vacuum expectation value of the inflation is
Then the vacuum energy becomes
Since the SUSY breaking scale |D S W | = |µ| 2 can be chosen freely, by fine-tuning the parameters one can get a small and adjustable cosmological constant of order 10 −120 responsible for the current accelerated expansion of the Universe.
VI. SUMMARY
In this paper, we propose a double inflection point inflationary model in supergravity with a single chiral superfield. We focus on a superpotential with a sum of exponentials and assume the SUSY restores after inflation. We find that such a superpotential can give a scalar potential with double inflection points. We investigate the inflaton dynamics and compute the spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations, and find that the inflection point at large scales can make the predicted of scalar spectral index and tensor-to-scalar ratio consistent with the current CMB data.
The other inflection point at small scales can generate a large peak in the power spectrum with a height of about seven orders of magnitude more than the spectrum at CMB scales.
When the significantly large amplitude of primordial fluctuation re-enters the Hubble horizon after inflation, it will undergo gravitational collapse and form PBHs. Moreover we describe the mechanism of PBHs generation, and get the mass and abundance of PBHs which can account for a dominant component of dark matter.
After inflation, it is possible to give a small and adjustable SUSY breaking and a tiny cosmological constant by extending the Kähler potential and superpotential with a nilpotent superfield. Since the SUSY breaking scale is much lower than the inflation scale, the effects of nilpotent superfield S on the inflationary dynamics can be negligible. 
